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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Level-One Data Fusion (L1DF) is about tactical picture compilation. According to the literature (e.g. Ref 1), a L1DF system processes the information and data reported by multiple dissimilar sources in order to correctly and quickly derive the best estimates of the kinematic properties for each perceived entity in the environment, and develop inferences as to the identity and key attributes of these entities. L1DF is concerned solely with individual entities (aircraft, missiles, etc.) considered in isolation (i.e., teams, groups or formations of entities are not considered at this fusion level). The reality of this focus on individual entities in any specific, real-world case is of course limited by sensor resolution characteristics.

1.2 Motivation and Objectives

From a research and development (R&D) perspective, the developers of L1DF systems need capabilities that allow them to quantitatively assess if the algorithms and techniques of a proposed L1DF system are suitably working. A set of tools is thus required to support the designer/developer/user/operator in his quantitative assessment of the performance of these algorithms and techniques. In that respect, a highly modular, structured, and flexible test bed, called CASE_ATTI (Concept Analysis and Simulation Environment for Automatic Target Tracking and Identification, see Ref 2), has been developed at the Defense Research Establishment at Valcartier, Quebec, Canada (DREV), and has been installed at the Center for Multisource Information Fusion (CMIF) at the State University of New York at Buffalo, in part to support research on this AFOSR/AFBTC research program. Stimulation is not the only way to evaluate target-tracking systems of course; analytical methods, to include covariance analysis, can also be used (e.g. Ref 3, 4). However, to be correctly applied, the analytical methods require various assumptions to be valid. This is in large part the result of the fact that there is no closed-form mathematics that clearly links the various sub-processes (and algorithms) associated with target tracking operation. Stimulation-based performance analysis of course also has its own cost, in the sense of simulator development, debugging, and
possible computational complexity in application to difficult scenarios. However, with the generosity of DREV, CMIF was able to employ a relatively mature L1DF research tool for its basic research studies without incurring the development-based cost penalty.

This report to AFOSR/AFFTC reflects: (a) the characteristics of CASE-ATTI and our (CMIF) research to fully understand it, and (b) the ways in which we have applied CASE-ATTI for the particular purposes of developing a new Performance Evaluation (PE) approach to multi-target, multi-sensor tracking, a critical issue for future AFFTC flight-test experiments.

As you can see, this algorithm is much better for crossing targets....

**CASE_ATTI**

Figure 1. The role of CASE_ATTI

1.3 Features of CASE-ATTI

- A highly modular, structured, and flexible test bed

In order to simply the construction of new L1DF systems, CASE_ATTI was developed as a modular structure. Every modifiable task is designed as an independent module. The major advantage is that changing the settings of one module won’t affect the settings of other modules. This is achieved, however, at
the expense of additional processing complexity; this was considered the correct tradeoff for a research tool.

- **A proof-of-concept demonstrator to allow continuing exploration**

As mentioned in the section on objectives, the main goal of CASE_ATTI is to test the performance (relationship of estimates to simulated truth states) of a given L1DF system. Employing this integrated software, users can create or modify their own new L1DF system by changing both the system architecture and the parameters, then use the capability of test and evaluation built in the CASE_ATTI PE module to assess the performance of the created L1DF system. A key aspect of our research on this project is to conduct research toward the development of an augmented methodology for the PE module.

- **Provide the algorithm-level test and replacement capability required to study and compare the technical feasibility, applicability and performance of advanced, state-of-the-art L1DF techniques**

### 1.4 CASE_ATTI High Level Structure

To be capable of being a L1DF test bed, CASE_ATTI contains three major modules; they are the Stimulation Module, L1DF Module, and Performance Evaluation Module, as shown in Figure 2.
1.4.1 Stimulation Module

Since rigorously evaluating candidate L1DF algorithms using real data would not always be practical, CASE_ATTI has a high-fidelity stimulator that emulates the behavior of real targets, sensor systems and the meteorological environment, allowing the user to create and edit test scenarios with multiple ships/sensors/targets.

The stimulation module will generate two types of information, the truths and measurements/contacts. The measurements generated from the simulated sensors will then transfer into the next module (L1DF module) to generate the estimations. On the
other hand, the truth information will then be used to compare with the estimations in
the last module (performance evaluation module).

1.4.2 1.4.2 L1DF Module

One of the main requirements of the CASE ATTI test bed has also been to provide the
algorithm-level test and replacement capability (required to study and compare the
technical feasibility, applicability and performance of advanced, state-of-the-art L1DF
techniques) where the user can switch between all available algorithms in the
CASE ATTI library without re-coding and/or re-compiling. The L1DF system module
provides this capability and supports a wide variety of L1DF architecture types,
varying from a simple single sensor tracker to an arbitrary complex hierarchical
multiple sensor topology. Its design also has the capability of simulating a contact-
level, track-level or hybrid fusion architecture as required. The data processing
performed in this module is divided into a number of independent blocks such as target
state estimation and kinematics behavior assessment, track and cluster management,
data association, track fusion, target identity information fusion, sensor data alignment,
and the internal system track database.

1.4.3 1.4.3 Performance Evaluation Module

A performance analysis database retains archives of all data manipulated. A
performance evaluation module provides tools to assist the quantitative assessment of
L1DF systems performance. A user interface module supports all interactions with the
users/operators.

As alluded to above, the CASE ATTI test bed is very modular to allow for maximum
flexibility in the testing of various configurations and to allow for easy alteration or
customizing in the future. In that respect, the Object-Oriented (OO) software design
allows for the easy development and incorporation of new tracking and fusion
algorithms, sensor models, and analysis tools.
CASE_ATTI runs on both UNIX and Windows platforms and the design also has the capabilities of utilizing multiple computers across a Local Area Network (LAN). Portability requirements have also driven the selection of the various software technologies used (e.g., C++, Oracle, OpenGL, Java, etc.).

Figure 3 shows the graphical user-interface of the CASE_ATTI high-level structure. The three rectangles from left to right are the stimulation module, L1DF module, and performance evaluation module respectively.

Figure 3. The user-interface of CASE_ATTI high-level structure
CHAPTER 2  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CASE-ATTI

2.1 Stimulation Module

It has been identified early in the L1DF project at DREV that rigorously evaluating candidate L1DF algorithms and techniques using real sensor and link data with meaningful measures of performance would not always be practical. For example, real data don't include ground truth information, thereby reducing the possibilities for comparing the perceived situation with the real situation in the environment. One also has to face the extremely limited availability of trial data to support algorithm analysis and development and L1DF system prototyping. Many research programs cannot afford to incur the additional costs of data collection for the purpose of demonstrating concepts with real data. Alternatives to this situation include artificially synthesizing appropriate data from trial data collected under non-standard conditions (not easy to do in a convincing manner), or to employ sufficiently high-fidelity simulators. This last option has been chosen for the R&D activities aiming at the exploration of the L1DF concepts at DREV since, most of the time, representative simulated data may be adequate to verify or validate L1DF concepts.

Hence, besides the possibility of using real data, a high-fidelity simulator that emulates the behavior of real targets, sensor systems and the meteorological environment relevant to the real world has been developed for CASE-ATTI. The Stimulation Module (SM) of CASE_ATTI (a.k.a. the "sensor" module) provides the realistic simulated sensor and link data required to stimulate the L1DF system module described below (a.k.a. the "tracking" module) so that the end user can assess the performance of the L1DF system under evaluation in representative conditions.

Figure 4 illustrates a typical test scenario in CASE_ATTI. The stimulation module allows the user to create and edit test scenarios with multiple ships/sensors/targets. The ships can be stationary or moving along user-predefined paths. One or several sensors can be assigned to each ship (currently, the stimulation module supports surveillance radar, IFF, ESM and IR sensor and link simulations). Targets are created with user-predefined 3D
trajectories and attributes. Figure 4 uses the terms “platforms” and “targets” to distinguish the difference here.

Figure 4. Typical test scenario

Figure 5. CASE_ATTI stimulation module
Ultimately, given such a test scenario, the stimulation module generates true target kinematics and measured target kinematics, which are then made available to the L1DF system module. At a very high level, the interactions of the main objects of stimulation module are illustrated in Figure 5; the functioning of the stimulation module will be elaborated on the following sections.

In the stimulation module, three types of elements have to be defined to simulate the real world environment; they are the platforms, sensors, and targets.

2.1.1 Platforms

The term platform can mean a variety of things; in CASE-ATTI it is defined as follows: “A platform is an object that holds one or multiple sensors. A platform may be an airplane, a ship or even a submarine. It can be stationary or it can be moving along a user-defined path. The platform is the object from which we observe the environment. It is itself a target because it shares the characteristics (trajectory and target type) of targets.”

The stimulation module is built on several levels of abstraction. The platform controller can be thought of as a hub that is responsible for collecting data from the various platforms, and for organizing this data for distribution either to the L1DF module or to the user interface. The responsibilities of this module are thus to create and initialize each platform in the scenario and to manage these platforms after each configuration. The latter involves updating each platform and requesting the correct platform for observation data. At this highest level of abstraction, the platform controller hides the details of sensor simulation from the programmer. The programmer knows there is an object that controls the platforms in the scenario and that this object will return observation data, but how these data are actually generated is unknown to his perspective.

All sensors are mounted on some type of platform that can be moving or be stationary. A platform can also be underwater, on the surface or airborne. Each platform must react to requests from the platform controller. Typical requests are to advance to the next event time and to obtain from the platform its location, the type of sensors assigned to it, and a list of observations. This is the second level of abstraction.
2.1.2 Sensors

"A platform perceives its environment using sensor objects. One or several sensors can be assigned to a platform". In the current version of CASE-ATTI, the stimulation module supports the following types of sensors:

- *Surveillance Radar*
- *IFF (Identification of Friend or Foe)*
- *ESM (Electronic Support Measure)*
- *IR sensor (Infra-Red)*

At the next level of abstraction, the sensor object represents the specific type of sensor that is being modeled. As shown in Figure 5, the sensor object collaborates with several other objects to create the appropriate observations. Collaboration occurs with the target container, false alarm and search volume objects in producing the required observations. The target container manages all targets in the simulated scenario and all requests for targets must pass through this class. The target object is an abstraction of a real-world object that can be viewed by a sensor.

Since a platform may contain several dissimilar sensors, a common interface is used for each sensor to increase reuse and extensibility. Each sensor (be it an infrared, a radar, a data file reader, etc.) can have a completely different representation beyond this interface and, therefore, previously derived sensor models are not altered by the addition of a new sensor model.

To simulate clutter and other corrupting effects in the real world, CASE_ATTI can simulate the false alarms when sensors are “detecting” the contacts from targets. The false alarms include noise clutter, weather clutter, and sea clutter.

2.1.3 Targets

A target is an object that could be detected by a sensor. Meteorological phenomena that could produce false alarms are not considered to be a target. We deliberately use the expression "could be detected" because the actual detection of a target is not always
guaranteed. It depends on the setting of the sensor, the sensor-target geometry, etc. Examples of targets include ships, airplanes, missiles, etc.

2.1.4 Modifiable Parameters for the Stimulation Module

Most of the modifiable parameters are listed in this section. By changing the settings of those parameters corresponding to platforms, sensors, and targets, users can create a unique test scenario that could be used to test a certain L1DF system.

For platforms and targets:

- Generic attributes and characteristics: (such as dimension and identity)
- Trajectory: (moving or stationary)

For sensors:

- Generic attributes and characteristics:
  - Type of sensors
  - Probability of detection

- Search volume:
  - Maximum and Minimum range
  - Scan RPM

- False alarms:
  - Noise clutter
  - Weather clutter
  - Sea clutter

2.1.5 User-interface of the Stimulation Module

Figure 6 shows the user-interface of the scenario editor in the stimulation module. The parameters listed above can be set or changed by calling out the required window.
Figure 6. The user-interface of CASE_ATTI stimulation module

2.1.6 Results of the Stimulation Module

To monitor the created scenario, CASE_ATTI provides a graphic module allowing users to see the results in a graphic form. Users can select the part of results they only want to see. Figure 7 shows representative graphic outputs from the stimulation module. There are four targets moving from the upper-right corner diagonally toward the lower-left, then maneuvering outward.
Figure 7(a) shows all the possible information that can be generated from stimulation module including "true-tracks", "contacts/measurements", and "false alarm" (if activated). Figure 7(b) shows only the "true-tracks" and "contacts/measurements". The "true-tracks" and "contacts/measurements" information are shown in Figure 7(c) and Figure 7(d) respectively.

(a) True-tracks + contacts + false alarms
(b) True-tracks + contacts
(c) True-tracks
(d) Contacts

Figure 7. Graphic viewer of CASE_ATTI (Stimulation Module)
2.2 L1DF Module

In addition to high-fidelity stimulation, one of the main requirements of the CASE_ATTI test bed has been to provide the algorithm-level test and replacement capability required to study and compare the technical feasibility, applicability and performance of advanced, state-of-the-art L1DF techniques. Many test beds developed for R&D in L1DF support parametric-level but not algorithm-level experimentation. That is, these test beds have typically been built for a given particular application wherein only the configuration parameters of the specific algorithm implemented can be altered to study attendant effects. However, these test beds usually don't allow the easy replacement of the complete algorithm itself, globally at once, as a single block, without major modifications. Hence, one of the main requirements of the L1DF system module of CASE_ATTI has thus been to provide this algorithm-level replacement capability where the user can switch between all available algorithms in the CASE_ATTI library without re-coding and/or re-compiling.

To ensure a proper development of a software model and to facilitate its maintenance, it is very important to identify the main objectives to be pursued early during the analysis and the design of the model.

A good starting point is to determine the purpose of the model. The L1DF tracker software model was to be used to evaluate and compare the performance of various data fusion algorithms in order to support the selection of the best candidates for the subsequent development of a real time prototype. Consequently, one of the main objectives pursued when developing this software model was openness. This means that the model has been developed to facilitate the integration of new components (such as new algorithms). Since it wasn't a requirement to run the L1DF application as a real time system, the computational speed of the application has not been a main objective.

Past experience with L1DF models has shown that testing a new data fusion algorithm is easier if it is first tested in a separate module before its integration in the overall L1DF system. Hence, the modularity of the model was another objective pursued. Even after the
integration of a tested module, it is still very useful to be able to extract it easily, thereby increasing the module \textit{reusability}, for further testing or any other reasons.

2.2.1 \textbf{Generic L1DF System}

To provide a basis for the development of well-adapted, highly flexible computer-based tools to support R&D in the field of L1DF, a generic system for L1DF has been introduced that properly fuses the available source data into a tactical picture, exploiting the available a priori knowledge, while it is independent as much as possible of the specific source suite and knowledge being used. The system is generic because it identifies the main set of functions that together generally achieve L1DF, not a set of specific algorithms or techniques that could be selected and used to implement the functions. Figure 8 shows this generic L1DF system.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{data_fusion_tree_node}
\end{center}

\textit{Figure 8. Generic L1DF system}
In general, the task involved in a L1DF system can be classified into three categories: data preparation, data association, and state estimation.

- **Data preparation**: the detail tasks include
  
  *Time alignment*
  
  *Space alignment*
  
  *Coordinate system alignment*

- **Data association**: the detail tasks include
  
  *Hypothesis generation (HG)*
  
  *Data gating*
  
  *Hypothesis evaluation (HE)*
  
  *Hypothesis selection (HS)*

- **State estimation**
  
  *Kinematics estimation*
  
  *Identity estimation*

### 2.2.2 Structure of CASE_ATTI L1DF Module

In CASE_ATTI, we usually refer to a L1DF system as a "tracker". Figure 9 shows the high-level view of the tracker class structure. The main components of the OO model are the:

- *Tracker* class,
- *Input Preparation Manager* class,
- *Potential Assignment Manager* class,
- *System Track Handler* class,
- *Assignment Manager* class, and the
- *Output Track Manager* class.
The Tracker has the responsibility to coordinate the software calls between the other main components. For instance, there is no direct interaction between the System Track Handler and the Assignation Manager. Indeed, the System Track Handler and the Assignation Manager are totally independent and don't have any knowledge of each other. If an interaction is needed, then the Tracker will get the information from one component and send it to the other components. The main advantage of applying this design strategy is to help maintain the model modularity. One main drawback is to reduce the execution speed of the application execution since a larger number of indirect calls are needed.
Figure 9 shows that the TrackerClass has five child classes:

- **InputPreparationManagerClass**,  
- **PotentialAssignmentManagerClass**,  
- **SystemTrackHandlerClass**,  
- **AssignmentManagerClass**, and the  
- **OutputTrackManagerClass**.

The Input Preparation Manager is related to the Input Data Preparation process from the high-level functional decomposition. The Input Preparation Manager has the responsibility to implement the various interface and buffering mechanisms, to implement the grouping tasks to create input data sets for the subsequent processing functions, and to provide a source input data activity control capability. However, based on the current functional decomposition, it does not have the responsibility to space or time align the input reports. The various data alignment activities are instead performed within specialized modules that are contained in the Potential Assignment Manager, the System Track Handler and the Assignment Manager.

The combined effect of the Potential Assignment Manager with the Assignment Manager is equivalent to that of the Data Association process from the high-level functional decomposition. The Potential Assignment Manager is responsible to produce a list of potential assignments between the newly received input data elements and the current system tracks. From these potential assignments, the Assignment Manager is responsible for selecting the proper definitive assignations that will be used within the fusion algorithms for track updating. The Assignment Manager may also have the responsibility to partition the entire set of system tracks and input data elements into separate clusters. This is referred to as Cluster Management.
The *System Track Handler* has the responsibility to manage the *System Track Selection* and the *Data Fusion* (kinematics and identity information fusion), and to perform *Track Management*.

### 2.2.3 Mapping from Generic L1DF System to CASE ATTI L1DF Structure

Table 1 shows the mapping relationship from a generic L1DF system to the CASE ATTI L1DF structure. The major L1DF tasks introduced in section 3.1 are listed in the first column and the corresponding CASE ATTI L1DF classes are placed in the second column. Based on this table, users know where to find the proper parameters in CASE ATTI when they need to change some characteristics of their L1DF system or tracker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General L1DF system</th>
<th>CASE ATTI L1DF module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input data preparation</td>
<td>(1) Input Preparation Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data alignment</td>
<td>(2) Potential Assignment Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) System Track Handler Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_G$</td>
<td>(2) Potential Assignment Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Data gating</em></td>
<td>(2) Potential Assignment Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_E$</td>
<td>(4) Assignment Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_S$</td>
<td>(4) Assignment Manager Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State estimation</td>
<td>(3) System Track Handler Class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.5 User-interface of CASE_ATTI L1DF Module (Tracker Editor)

![Diagram showing the user-interface of the CASE_ATTI L1DF Module.]

Figure 10. User-interface of CASE_ATTI L1DF Module
(Selection of the Filter Type)

2.2.6 Connection Scenario Editor

Using this module, users can select which sensor of the stimulation module is connected to which tracker of the L1DF module. These connections define the "sensor" portion of the "fusion tree". The output of each sensor is directed to the input of the L1DF module automatically. In addition, users can connect sensors to trackers in order to process their
data. Users then connect the trackers to the output in order to evaluate their performance with the PE module.

Figure 11. A complex L1DF architecture

In CASE_ATTI, the tracker is contained within a higher level of abstraction, the L1DF module, that is responsible for the reception of the buffers from the sources (i.e., from the stimulation module) and to redirect these buffers to the proper tracker. This strategy is necessary in the context of a complex L1DF architecture where one or many sources can be connected to one or many trackers, as in Figure 11.

Using this strategy, a simpler track-level fusion architecture with two autonomous sensors would be investigated in CASE_ATTI as illustrated in Figure 12. It is composite of two "sensors" (in the stimulation module) and three "trackers" (in the L1DF module).
However, the L1DF architecture is more complex if it is required to process the contact data from Sensor 1 in a given L1DF tracker, the contact data from Sensor 2 in a different L1DF tracker, and then merge the track data from these two trackers in a third one (as in Figure 12). This type of structure reflects what is usually called a "Track Fusion" approach (fusion of estimates rather than sensor contact data). Thus, a higher-level abstraction such as the L1DF module, enclosing a lower-level abstraction such as the tracker, enables the modeling of complex L1DF architectures.

2.2.7 User-interface of Connection Scenario Editor

Figure 13 shows an example of how users can define the data flow from "sensors" to "trackers" and finally the "output". There are two platforms in this example and each platform has two sensors on board. In the tracker structure, there are two levels of
trackers. The two bowman_contact_fusion_2 are level-one trackers and the bowman_track_fusion is level-two tracker. Those gray arrows represent the data flow that has been predefined. Users can change the undetermined data flow by moving those green and yellow arrows.

![Connection Scenario Editor](image)

**Figure 13.** The user-interface of the connection scenario editor

### 2.2.8 Results of the L1DF Module

Figure 14 shows the graphic results from the CASE_ATTI L1DF module. At this point, users can also see the outcomes of estimations (or called tracks) generated by trackers (Figure 14 (b)).
Figure 14. Graphic viewer of CASE_ATTI (L1DF Module)
2.3 Performance Evaluation (PE) Module

2.3.1 Performance Analysis Database

As shown in Figure 2, a Performance Analysis Database (PADB) retains archives of all the data manipulated by the CASE_ATTI test bed. The archived data for a given test run include the data produced by the L1DF module and the stimulation data. The PADB can also archive performance evaluation (PE) data from the PE module.

Ultimately, the performance of L1DF algorithms is judged by the success (or lack thereof) of the mission they support. However, such a global performance assessment is not appropriate during L1DF system development. With a complex L1DF system comprised of many algorithms and processes, the system designer needs specific tests to untangle the effectiveness of any individual component.

A Performance Evaluation (PE) module thus provides a set of tools in CASE_ATTI to assist the L1DF designer in his quantitative assessment of the performance of the L1DF system as a target tracking and identification process (i.e., does the L1DF system compute the "correct", "expected" output given the stimulation data provided?). These tools comprise a compilation mechanism for the tracking statistics, computation mechanisms for the various measures of performance (MOPs), etc. Figure 15 is the user interface of the PE module provided by CASE-ATTI. The background shows the list of executed scenarios (or test runs) saved in database. After users press the right mouse button on any of these executed scenarios, the menu of the 5 available MOPs will pop up.

2.3.2 Measures of Performance (MOPs)

CASE_ATTI provides 5 types of MOPs allowing users to evaluate the performance of a L1DF system (tracker). These include:

- Radial Miss Distance (RMD)
- Accuracy Filter Calculated Covariance (AFCC)
- State Estimation Error (SEE)
- Track Purity (TP)
- Identity

![Image of the user interface to the PE module]

**Figure 15. User-interface to the PE module**

2.3.2.1 Radial Miss Distance (RMD)

At a given time, if $x_t$ is the estimated position of the track $t$, and $x_g$ the actual position of ground truth target $g$, then the radial miss distance is just the Pythagorean distance between them:

$$RMD(t, g) = |x_t - x_g|$$
2.3.2.2 Accuracy Filter Calculated Covariance (AFCC)

The general idea behind this MOP is to compare the covariance matrices between different variants of the MSDF system. Each sensor measurement or estimated parameter has associated uncertainties. These uncertainties can be represented for a track as ellipses (i.e., the covariance matrix are converted into error ellipses for a given confidence level) in the X-Y space for positional data and in speed-bearing space for velocity data. The accuracy of the tracks can be evaluated considering the area of those ellipses and comparison can be made between MSDF systems. This comparison will provide an approximate evaluation of the relative performance of the tracking algorithms.

2.3.2.3 State Estimation Error (SEE)

Given the assignment of tracks to truth for various evaluation times, the accuracy of the track estimate can be evaluated. For each of the track-target pairs that are associated, one computes the state estimation error as the difference between the true target state \( x(k) \) and the track estimated state at time \( k \) given measurements up to time \( n \):

\[
\tilde{x}(k | n) = x(k) - \hat{x}(k | n)
\]

The estimation error is computed for each component of the state vector including velocity and acceleration as opposed to RMD that is only a positional MOP.
2.3.2.4 Track Purity (TP)

*Track purity* is a concept that assesses the percentage of correctly associated measurements in a given track, and so evaluates the association/tracking performance. This MOP is not explicitly dependent on detection performance, but it is dependent on the setting of association gates (and thus a function of the average innovation standard deviation which depends on $P_d$). It is also dependent on the target density. Track purity determines the consistency with which a track is updated with measurements from a single target or a set of targets.

2.3.2.5 Identity

The purpose of a classification MOP is to score how well an MSDF algorithm is identifying targets. It is assumed that the MSDF algorithm whose performance is to be evaluated has an identification-classification capability. It is also assumed that this classification system is based on a Dempster-Shafer type of representation scheme.
CHAPTER 3  TEST EXAMPLE

3.1 Create the Scenario

Here we created a scenario used to demonstrate how the PE module operates in CASE_ATTI. There are two targets (airplanes) flying straight and crossing to each other as shown in Figure 16. Table 2 shows the parameter settings to the stimulation module and L1DF module of the test scenario.

| Platform 1 (Stationary groundradar) | Sensor 1  | 60    | 0.8  | NO   |
| Platform 2 (Stationary groundradar) | Sensor 2  | 40    | 0.8  | NO   |
|                                      | Sensor 3  | 45    | 0.9  | NO   |
|                                      | Sensor 4  | 55    | 0.9  | NO   |

| Target 1 (Airplane)                  |            |       |      | Crossing |
| Target 2 (Airplane)                  |            |       |      | Crossing |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of filter</th>
<th>Type of gate</th>
<th>Scoring method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracker</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Ellipsoidal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 16. Graphic viewer of CASE_ATTI (test scenario)
3.2 Evaluate the Scenario

As shown in figure 17, there are two true-tracks (truth 1 and truth 2 in the left window) and two estimated-tracks (track 1 and track 2 in the right window). In this simple case, we can be sure that track 1 is corresponding to truth 1 and track 2 is corresponding to truth 2. However it may not always be the case. Usually, users do not know the correspondence between truth and tracks; this problem of track-to-truth assignment has been a significant area of research for our project and will be discussed in a separate report.

Figure 17. Truth – track assignment to the test scenario

To determine which track is corresponding to truth 1, we need to compare the differences for every track to the truth 1. In this example, they are (track 1 – truth 1) and (track 2 – truth 1). Then the radial miss distance (RMD) of these two assignments is shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
Figure 18. The radial miss distance of the track1-truth1 assignment
Figure 19. The radial miss distance of the track2-truth1 assignment
Finally, after comparing the RMD in Figure 18 and Figure 19, users can determine that track 1 is corresponding to truth 1 because it has much smaller error (the mean track-to-truth distance is 84.25 meters) than the track2 – truth1 assignment (the mean track-to-truth distance is 9402.21 meters).

CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSION

As mentioned in section 4.1, CASE_ATTI provides quantitative comparisons (5 MOPs) to evaluate how tracks match truths; however, the truth-track assignment task has to be done by users manually. In other words, CASE_ATTI will not tell users which track should correspond to which truth based on its own automatic calculation. When the test scenario is simple (like the scenario shown in previous section), it is probably not a problem to users. Yet, when the scenario is too complicated, users will not be able to handle the truth-track assignment task. This is a major drawback of CASE_ATTI.
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